Based on the immune response and immune network theory, the main mechanisms of interaction among antibody molecules, an artificial immune agent model and an artificial immune system for multi-autonomous robots system are put forward. By simulating experiments and physical experiments, it indicates that the presented immune cooperation approach can achieve a self-organizing system that is more robust and flexible in dynamic environment.
Introduction
More hands obviously make light work. For this reason, the interest of the Robotics community for distributed autonomous robotic system (DARS) has grown rapidly [1] - [8] . However, the continually changing world is ultimately a cruel place for robots. Each robot is a component of the system and will perceive its environments such as object and the other robot's behavior etc., and they must determine their behavior independently, and cooperate with the other robots in order to perform the given tasks very well [1] - [5] . DARS has no function to integrate the whole system. Immune system is also distributed autonomous system that protects and maintains living body. The components of immune system do not follow commands of the brain but cope with environment autonomously. In this point of view, we analogize DARS from immune system. So this analogy can be used for mechanism that decides group behavior strategy of DARS. Immune system has various functions that are ability to recognize foreign pathogens, ability to process information, .ability to learn and memorize ability to discriminate between self and non-self, and ability to keep up harmony of the whole system. It is thought that these functions of immune system can be applied to various engineering fields [9] - [10] .
In this paper, based on immune response and immune network theory, we proposed an artificial immune agent model and an artificial immune system algorithm for autonomous robots. We also put forward a cooperation approach at the same time. At last, all algorithms are applied to the typical problem involved in autonomous robots: the dog and sheep problem [6] . By the simulating experiments and physical experiments, the presented immune algorithm can achieve a self-organizing system that is more robust and flexible in dynamic environment.
Biological Immune System

Concept of Immune System
The protection system that eliminates foreign substances that invade living body is called immune system. And an antigen can be defined as a substance that triggers immune response. Generally in vertebrates, the host system does not respond to its own proteins, and that is called immune tolerance. The basic components of the immune system are lymphocytes that occur as two major types, T-cells and B-cells. B-cells take part in humoral immunity that secrete antibody, and T-cells take part in cell mediated immunity. Each of B-cells has distinct molecular structure and produces 'Y' shaped antibodies form its surface. The antibody recognizes antigen that is foreign material and eliminates it. This antigen-antibody relation is innate immune response. The segment in an antigen that can be distinguished by antibodies is called epitope. An antigen may carry several epitopes, and this will trigger the production of several antibodies. The segment in an antibody that can identify epitope in an antigen is called paratope. An antibody cannot only distinguish an antigen, but also be distinguished by other antibodies. An antibody will be regarded as antibody in other antibodies' eyes, which is rendered by the segment called idiotope (Fig.1) . 
Idiotopic Network
In immune system, other antibodies can identify an antibody holding idiotope, as if it is an antigen. Thus, an antibody possesses some characteristics like an antigen's. N.K.Jerne proposed Idiotopic Network Hypothesis. The basic idea exists in that the immune system is composed of a lymphocyte network. These lymphocytes communicate mutually to achieve the main goal of immune system. According to this hypothesis, antibodies interact with each other through idiotope and paratope.
When antigens invade the body, they will trigger the production of several antibodies: Ab1. Ab1 will also trigger the production of several antibodies to resist Ab1. These antibodies are Ab2, which will do as a negative feedback factor to affect Ab1. At the same time, Ab3 will come into being to resist Ab2. There will be a network such and such repeat (Fig.2) . This network has already been there even if antigens do not exist. The balance of this network will be broken once antigens come forth with a large number. The number of Ab1 will rise quickly. The number of Ab2 and Ab3 will rise as Ab1 do simultaneously until the next balance point arrives. Therefore, the concentration of the Ab1 is not only determined by the antibody's concentration but also determined by the concentration of Ab2. 
Immune Agent and Its Cooperation
In this section, we will propose an immune agent model based on immune response and a decision making algorithm based on the immune network theory.
Immune Agent
According to the immune theory mentioned above, an immune agent is designed to simulate the immune response. The construction is described in Fig.3 . Environment is considered as antigen. Agent's action is considered as antibody. There is an immunological memory base that can refresh by itself in this agent. Some immune memory pattern sets have been stored in it beforehand Immune agent would give an antibody as an action immediately if agent find the antigen in this immunological memory base. This memory base will be updated and filled continuously in order to raise the agent's intelligence. Immune response is controlled by antibody's affinity and other agent's affinity. The stimulative or suppressive signal from other agent will participate in system decision-making. The stimulative or suppressive signal is transferred by communication interface. 
Immune Agent's Decision Making Process
Based on the Idiotopic Network Hypothesis, the concentration of the antigen is not only determined by the antibody's concentration but also determined by the concentration of other antigen. Therefore, we can describe the immune agent's decision making process as follows.
At first, immune agent notice the surroundings. It captures the environment antigen and calculates all affinities of its possible strategy. Next, Immune agent notices others' situation and captures others' affinities of their possible strategy. Therefore, it can calculate its strategy concentration by the following equations: (2), we get equation (1), which is the final form to calculate the concentration of an antibody. Then, the antibody with highest concentration is the selected action of the immune agent.
An Example
In this section, we consider dog and sheep problem as an example which the theorem can be applied to. Based on the statement of Section 3, the dog's decision making process is provided as follows.
Dog and Sheep Problem
The dog and sheep problem is a typical problem in distributed autonomous robotics system. A few dogs are trying to guide a few sheep to a specified area without exceeding the borders. And the number of dog or sheep can be changed [6] . Dog and sheep may be simulated by autonomous robot in real world. The dog and sheep problem mentioned above can be described as fellows: In the given surroundings, Dogs can obtain the positional information about sheep in their detecting range. The information involves azimuth and distance. Dogs are requested to cooperate in dynamic environment. The mission is to prevent sheep from moving away from grazing site and to send sheep into safety zone in the end. The strategy of sheep is to escape from the nearest dog and to move towards in adverse direction. The essential of this mission is to find a dynamic command list that can accomplish the job in the robotic command space.
One Dog Chase One sheep
Before stating the cooperation problem between dogs, we will analyze the chasing problem between one dog and one sheep. As Fig.4 shows, the dog can do this easy work with potential field path planning. The Sheep(S) is the goal of the attractive field. B is obstacles point of the repulsive field.
We define the gravitational-field function as: acting on Dog (D) exposed to the attractive and repulsive forces moves the Dog (D) towards the direction. We defined a banded fixed force-field in order to prevent the dog from driving the sheep into opposite directions. The direction of the stress is fixed in this banded zone as Fig.4 and Fig.5 show [7] . 
Two Dog Chase two sheep
When two dogs chase two sheep, algorithm is taken into account in two steps. First, two sheep are not in the safety zone. The dog's strategy is choosing one sheep to chase. In this case, dog works in the same way as chasing between one dog and one sheep. Secondly, one sheep is in the safety zone. Two dogs chase one sheep. Every dog must consider how to cooperate with another dog and how to achieve the object together. What is the dog's strategy in this case? Considering the direction, we realize that the dog has nine possible actions. The dog's strategy is to choose one direction as Fig.6 shows or to choose standstill. Therefore, the next problem is how to calculate the nine actions' affinity. As Section 3 statement, environment is considered as antigen in algorithm. And it is composed of the position codes of dogs and sheep. Dog is considered as an independent immune agent, and its behavior is antibody. The ability of dog's action conquering sheep's action is affinity. Antibody's affinity is very important in the decision process of the dog. Here, we used potential field again to calculate the antibody's affinity. We calculate composite force acting on the dog in the potential field. In the banded fixed force-field, we can calculate composite force. Therefore, using equation (1) and equation (2), the dog will reach a decision easily.
Simulation result
Through the decision making algorithm of the immune agent, we can get the simulation result as Fig.8 shows. Fig.9 gives better understanding to the scenario of the episode shown in Fig.8 . The sheep's behavior is designed such that it escapes from the nearest dog. During the time period T1, the dog's strategy was choosing one sheep to chase. From the calculation of the concentration of antibody, D2 decided to chase S2, and D1 chased S1 despite that the D1-to-S2 is nearer than D1-to-S1. As period T1 ends, the S2 was chased into the safety zone. At this point of time, the dog's strategy was changed and cooperation for chasing occurred. The dog would consider cooperation with another dog and it would decide which direction was selected to go in next time step. Through the calculation of the concentration of selected action, D1 and D2 pulled together to chase S1 into the safety zone as Fig.6 shows.
Physical experiments
In our physical experiments, we deploy three microrobots from MIRSOT to act two dogs and a sheep. Fig.10 shows one experimental process. We consider the circle area to be safety zone in the structured environment. With the aid of Fig.11 , we can have a exact tracing for the motion of all immune agents in the running episode. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a cooperation approach based on immune system for autonomous robot in multi-robot environment. With this algorithm, autonomous robot can do his work independently. And at the same time, he can cooperate with others. Therefore, it is possible for autonomous to act like men. Last, we demonstrated the effectiveness of the algorithm by implementing it on a typical problem in distributed autonomous robotics system. By the simulation and real physical robots experiment, it indicates that the system based on this algorithm has good expandability, nice flexibility and characteristic of high response speed. It is obvious that the system constructed based on artificial immune agent is a selforganizing system adapt to the dynamic environment. 
